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Alone... In The Rain...
 
alone in the darkness
under the rain
crying out loud
that no one can hear
 
alone in the darkness
under the rain
with a broken heart
and so much pain
 
alone in the darkness
under the rain
i wish you were here
to comfort me again
 
alone in the darkness
under the rain
how long will i endure it
i think...forever...
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Broken Promises
 
I never thought it would end up this way
The love I knew we would share forever
We have vowed and promised on that special day
But here we are parting ways coz we can’t be together
 
Broken wings yes that’s what I have
Shivering under the rain, alone in the darkness
Not knowing how to fix broken pieces of my heart
Without you by my side I don’t know where to start
 
Letting go of you seems the hardest part
You are a part of me and my only life
But since you chose to broke what we have vowed
I can’t do anything but to let you leave my side
 
Yes, I am hurt and don’t know what to say
I choose to die for now in order for you to stay
Even if it means breaking our own promises
As long as you live and find your true happiness
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Falling In Love...Again...
 
We've been through many things
that made our love story
the hardships and trials
that I'd thought we couldn't carry
 
I gave up so many times
letting you go is not easy
but at the end i find myself
still loving you deeply
 
yes we've done mistakes
but living in the past isn't necessary
it takes courage to forgive
and love to move freely
 
now i know in my heart
nothing is hard in this life
as long as you're willing to risk
and again, to fall in love..
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For The Last Time...
 
I don't know if it is the right thing to do
But my heart says, i should try to
For the last time my dear, i will tell you
I love you... i will let you go
 
Things may have change we both know
The love we started may have to end though
But for the last time, i have to say so
I love you... i will let you go
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God Is Always Around!
 
Sometimes, God let us experience pain
for us to know how strong we are
He let us feel sadness
for us to find true happiness
He let us walk through the dark
for us to see the stars
He let the storms pass through us
to let the rainbow shine
He let us break into pieces
to make us whole again
He let us feel empty
to prove that in Him we have everything
though life seems so unfair
and we always feel down
there are wonderful things about life
because God is always around!
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I Wish I Could Be A Child Again...
 
I wish I could be a child again
When everything is simple and gay
Playing under the sunlight
Hide and seek in the moonlight
Very simple things
That makes our heart laugh out loud
 
I wish I could smile again like a child
Where candies and balloons are all that I want
And when someone get my toys and made me cry
My friends will stood beside me and fight
Telling me over and over
That they’ll never leave my side
 
Playing and laughing like a child
Where life seems so happy and bright
You don’t have to worry for the next day
Just excited so that you again can play
As soon as the sun touches the land
Till the smiling moon says goodnight
 
Life can be as simple and gay as a child
In things that can make them happy and smile
This lesson I’ve learned as I grew up
You don’t have to make a complicated life
Being contented on the simple things
Finding happiness in everything!
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If I Knew It Would Be The Last Time...
 
i have been touched by a friend's notes
saying 'if i knew it would be the last time...'
i just realized that life is really short
to spend your time to your love ones
so if we have the moment to show them
how much we really care
don't waste that time to make them feel
that love is always there
there maybe times that we are hurt
and feel that we can't forgive
but true love will find ways
to heal what is being wounded
life is too short to live with regrets
so why should i waste this moment
if it would be my last time...
'thank you...I will always Love You...I care...
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Life's Journey
 
no matter how rough the road maybe
so happy to know that there's someone
at the side who will take your hand
and join you in life's journey
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Moving On
 
THERE ARE THINGS IN LIFE WE NEED TO FORGET
NOT BECAUSE WE ARE NOT A PART OF IT
MOVING FORWARD MEANS SHOWING THE STRENGTH
AND PREPARING OURSELVES FOR EVEN SOMETHING GREAT
 
NOT THAT I HAVE REACH MY GOALS YET
BUT LEAVING IN THE PAST IS NOT AN OPTION TO MAKE
RUNNING TOWARDS THE GOAL WITH SO MUCH FAITH
THAT THE LORD IS WITH ME ALL THROUGHOUT THE RACE
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Only In A Mother's Eye
 
When you feel so lonely and everything seems down
When you’re alone in the darkness and no one is around
When you are feeling lost and you can’t even smile
Anything is beautiful, only in a mother’s eye
 
She lifts you up when you are lonely and down
She always with you even no one is around
She finds you when your lost and gave back your smile
Anything is beautiful, only in a mother’s eye
 
When you feel like giving up and say that you can’t do it
She gave a tap on your shoulder and whisper you can make it
When you loose your self-confidence and don’t want to try
Anything is possible, only in a mother’s eye
 
When everyone is gone and you are left behind
And feels that you’re worthless and so empty inside
Again she gives you a hug and a shoulder to cry
She makes you feel the most prettiest, only in a mother’s eye
 
So on this special day, and everyday in my life
I want to thank and honor you for your great love
We would not be here now if not because of you, Mom
We will love and care of you forever in our hearts
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Only The Heart Can Feel
 
I thought sometimes
life is so unfair
I always tried my best
but many times i failed
 
I almost given all
All that  I can give
but it only end up
that there's nothing left
 
words left unspoken
tears pouring on cheeks
feelings that had been unsaid
only the heart can feel
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Second Chance
 
I was hurt on the first time
when i gave my heart for love
letting go is not easy
moving on is so hard
 
love is so sweet then
but suddenly it end up
promises had been broken
forgotten what had been vowed
 
it takes a long time
before the wound had been healed
before the heart became used to
of not falling for love again
 
but love really is amazing
knows when to fix a broken heart
so here I am with this wonderful feeling
believing and giving it a second chance
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